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"The greatest significance of the Yearbook and Encyclopedia is the manner in which they enhance the researcher to more fully comprehend the complexity of world relations."
- Mershon Center

"Since the Yearbook is edited by the Union of International Associations, it has the stamp of authority."
- Social Science Division Bulletin

"Providing unique access to the world community, the Yearbook is an essential tool for anyone with governmental, diplomatic, commercial, intellectual or social interests in international affairs."
- ATSAF-Circular

"The Yearbook is more than just a catalogue of international organizations and organizational relationships; it is also a framework for understanding interaction in the world community."
- IASP Newsletter

"A significant step towards the greater understanding both of the manner in which countries participate in the international community of organizations and of the manner in which these organizations affect the life of each country.
- Bibliographia IULA

"The Yearbook analyses international associations, and in many cases offers surprising detail about their origins, objectives, activities and future plans. For any student of the [meetings] industry it is essential reading."
- EFCT

"The Bible for anyone selling into the Congress market."
- Conference World